Despite many attempts to find spatial structure in the functional properties of neurons within the primary motor cortex (MI), there is still no compelling evidence for such structure despite the anatomical similarities between motor cortex and other neocortical areas. This is a longstanding puzzle in motor cortical physiology because topographic structure of function is a hallmark of primary sensory cortices including the visual, somatosensory and auditory cortices. In particular, experimental evidence has supported the idea of vertical columns perpendicular to the cortical surface which contain neurons that share similar sensory tuning properties. Moreover, horizontal spatial structure has been observed in sensory cortices, most elegantly manifested by the pinwheel structure of orientation tuning across V1 (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991). Although early work by Asanuma provided some evidence for somatotopic, columnar organization in MI using intracortical microstimulation (Asanuma, 1975), further research by many others did not support this perspective but rather suggested distributed and overlapping representations of body parts. Namely, nearby sites in motor cortex could represent or evoke very different muscles and joints, and multiple, spatially distributed sites could represent very similar body parts (Donoghue et al., 1992; Schieber and Hibbard, 1993; Sanes et al., 1995). By focusing on movement parameters instead of body parts, recent studies have provided evidence that a topographic organization of directional tuning does exist within the motor cortex (Amirikian and Georgopoulos, 2003; Georgopoulos et al., 2007). However, it still remains controversial as to which movement parameters, if any, are truly encoded in single MI neurons.

Stark and colleagues (Stark et al., 2009) attempt to tackle the problem of encoding as well as its possible local spatial organization within MI by addressing a fundamental problem that is faced in motor physiology. The problem is that natural movement is characterized by movement parameters that are highly correlated with each other. For example, in the classic center-out task used by many physiologists to study directional tuning in MI, the direction of movement is correlated with the position of the hand. When the hand moves to the right, the hand spends all of its time in the right portion of the workspace. Likewise, speed and position are correlated such that the hand is moving slowly at the center and at the periphery while it is moving more quickly in between. Stark and Abeles attempted to alleviate the problem of correlations by having monkeys perform two tasks: a scribbling task and a path-tracking task. In both tasks, the monkey moved its hand in a non-stereotyped fashion throughout the workspace. These tasks have two advantages over previous stereotyped behavioral paradigms: 1) many of the parametric correlations at zero time lag are removed, and 2) the hand visits larger portions of the parametric space and workspace. However, as the authors pointed out, there remain time-lagged correlations between position and its derivatives.

To account for these remaining correlations, the authors approached the problem in a very clever way. The authors developed encoding models that included all three primary kinematic parameters: position, velocity (speed and direction), and acceleration (acceleration magnitude and direction). They then systematically varied the temporal lags of all three parameters and computed the “contribution” (i.e., the percentage of variance accounted for) of each parameter over all possible time lags. They searched for fixed time-lag planes of significant contribution in which one parameter contributed significantly regardless of the time lags of the other two parameters. These fixed time-lag planes of contribution could not be explained by time-lagged parametric correlations because the significant contributions of the one parameter occurred at all relative time lags between that parameter and another.
the other two. The authors found that two thirds of MI neurons exhibited single planes of significant contribution for only one parameter indicating that they encoded a single movement parameter. Among these neurons, the vast majority encoded velocity while a minority encoded either position or acceleration.

Having identified neurons that encoded a single kinematic parameter, the authors proceeded to compare the encoding similarity between neurons recorded within the same electrode site (i.e., site) or electrode. They found that pairs of these neurons encoded the same kinematic parameter (i.e., position, velocity, or acceleration) more often than chance when they were recorded on the same site or electrode. Moreover, as others had found for directional tuning (Ben-Shaul et al., 2003; Amirikian and Georgopoulos, 2003; Georgopoulos et al., 2007), these authors found that neurons shared similar preferred kinematic values within the same electrode site and particularly within the same electrode. More interestingly, the authors went one step further and compared single-unit (SU) and multi-unit (MU) encoding on the same electrode and also found that they shared the same parametric encoding more often than randomly chosen SU/MU pairs and among those pairs that encoded the same parameter, they shared similar preferred tuning values. These results applied for both raw MU activity as well as so-called “de-spiked” MU activity in which they removed the SU spikes from the voltage trace. Because MU activity corresponds to the aggregate spiking of multiple neurons within a region of 200 μm, these results provide some of the strongest support to date that the motor cortex possesses functional clusters composed of perhaps hundreds of neurons encoding a single common parameter with similar preferred tuning.

Despite this evidence supporting functioning clustering within motor cortex, the authors do acknowledge results which are difficult to reconcile with a columnar structure. First, the similarity in kinematic encoding between neurons recorded on the same site or electrode was rather weak, and there were cases where nearby neurons were tuned to different kinematic parameters or, if they shared common parametric tuning, they had very large differences in preferred tuning. In addition, there remained one third of recorded neurons that encoded more than one kinematic parameter suggesting a more complex functional architecture. Although beyond the scope of this study, a perhaps more general and fundamental issue which will require further research is to what extent individual neurons truly encode any single movement parameter. Although the authors demonstrate very elegantly a correlation between MI activity and single kinematic parameters, it still remains to be seen whether individual MI neurons invariably specify a given parameter regardless of context, a hallmark of genuine encoding (Hatsopoulos et al., in press).

Previous attempts to characterize the encoding properties of MI neurons have failed to show invariant specification across different portions of the workspace (Caminiti et al., 1990), different postural states (Scott and Kalaska, 1995), different task paradigms (isometric versus isotonic) (Sergio and Kalaska, 1998), and even across time (Sergio and Kalaska, 1998; Johnson et al., 1999; Sergio et al., 2005; Hatsopoulos et al., 2007).
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